Trending Accessibility

water management
shower door solutions

liberty caregiver doors

Available in
Polished Chrome
Aluminum

Pivot handle provides a
positive lock door system for
safety when door is closed

White powder
coated
aluminum frame
Anti-shatter PETG
Panels (plastic)

Multi-blade
Squeegee provides
a strong seal

Patented 360° full length
intermeshing hinge

Liberty Caregiver Doors are one of the more unique solutions to water management in the shower zone for consumers with special needs and potentially a key benefit if a caregiver is involved with the showering experience.
The Liberty Caregiver Door System allows a consumer with special needs easy entry and exit in the shower zone but
offers privacy during the showering experience. This independence gives the consumer a sense of control and self
respect during this private process. The product line is designed with features and benefits specifically for special
needs.
If a caregiver is introduced into the equation, our half height doors still provide privacy to the consumer. Ideally, it
also shields the caregiver from potential misdirected spray patterns of shower heads. (We always highly recommend hand held showers for more control) As we “Age in Place” in our homes, this component of the bathroom is
vital as we transition to some assisted care in our dwelling.

Liberty Caregiver Doors
model #

dimensions

Color

LCD59W
LCD59S

59” x 29 1/2”
59” x 29 1/2”

White/Gray
Silver/Gray

(length x height)

premium liberty caregiver doors

This is the latest advance in shower doors for
the care market. Our Premium Liberty Caregiver Doors open and close with “One Touch
Technology”. We have a unique “Air Assisted
Hinge” operated by a small conveniently located lever, which automatically lifts the doors
clear of the floor surface when actuated. Once
closed, a gentle push down secures the door
in a positive lock closed position and provides
a strong seal on the floor.

Utilizes a unique air assisted lever spring
mechanism for a “rise and fall’ door that is
effortlessly controlled as you push the door
open or closed.

Depress the lever to raise the
door off the floor.

A quick press on the hand grip
returns the door to the floor
and secures it into position.

Premium Liberty Caregiver Doors
The flexible bi-fold alcove
doors swing 360 degrees, allowing the doors to open “in” or
open “out” depending on what
works for you in the shower
zone.

Multi-blade squeegee rubber
seal along the bottom of the
doors offers a strong positive
seal on floor to minimize water
seepage.

model #

dimensions

Color

PLCD59W

59” x 29 1/2”

White/Gray

(length x height)

fusion wet room panels

Fusion Wet Room
Panels provide a
luxurious finish to any
wet room.

Floor to ceiling support
constructed of polished
aluminum.

A wide diameter pole
offers an ergonomic
gripping system
allowing practical
support and ease of
entry and exit in the
shower zone.

Base system
is suitable with any
of our wetroom
floor systems.

The Fusion Wet Room Panels were designed to bring an understated feel of luxury while providing practical support and assistance in entering and exiting the shower zone. This is a unique approach to shower door panels and
universal design.
We have taken typical shower panels and changed the dynamics of the system by introducing a rounded floor-toceiling telescopic pole that has an extra wide diameter for hand gripping assistance. This ergonomic accent simply
gives the consumer a tool for gripping that will allow them easier entry into the shower and an increased feeling of
security.
Our systems were designed with wet rooms specifically in mind. The top of the height adjustable telescopic pole is
structurally attached to the ceiling while the base of the same pole is epoxied to the wet room floor. Most shower
panel systems break the wet room seal when the base is affixed to the floor by driving screws into the floor. Our
epoxy system avoids breaking the wet room seal.

Fusion Wet Room Panels
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model #

dimensions

SP30
SP36
SP48

30” x 78”
36” x 78”
48” x 78”

(length x height)

